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Abstract—Modern systems generate a massive amount of logs
to detect and diagnose system faults, which incurs expensive
storage costs and runtime overhead. After investigating real-
world production logs, we observe that most of the logging
overhead is due to a small number of log templates, referred to as
log hotspots. Therefore, we conduct a systematical study about
log hotspots in an industrial system WeChat, which motivates
us to identify log hotspots and reduce them on the fly. In this
paper, we propose LogReducer, a non-intrusive and language-
independent log reduction framework based on eBPF (Extended
Berkeley Packet Filter), consisting of both online and offline
processes. After two months of serving the offline process of
LogReducer in WeChat, the log storage overhead has dropped
from 19.7 PB per day to 12.0 PB (i.e., about a 39.08% decrease).
Practical implementation and experimental evaluations in the test
environment demonstrate that the online process of LogReducer
can control the logging overhead of hotspots while preserving
logging effectiveness. Moreover, the log hotspot handling time
can be reduced from an average of 9 days in production to 10
minutes in the test with the help of LogReducer.

Index Terms—Log Hotspot, eBPF, Log Reduction, Log Parsing

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, software systems have become increas-

ingly large and complex, which has primarily exacerbated the

difficulty of maintaining them [1]–[5]. Logs, which record

runtime information of systems, are the favorite data source

used by Site Reliability Engineers (SREs) to check system

status, detect anomalies and diagnose root causes [6]–[9]. A

large system can produce a massive amount of logs to cope

with a wide range of faults. As shown in Figure 1, a large real-

world instant messaging application WeChat produces about

16-20 pebibyte (PB) (75-100 trillion lines) of logs per day.

Although logs are helpful, it is crucial to avoid excessive

logging, as logging incurs both storage cost (§ III-B) and

runtime overhead (§ III-C). To reduce logging overhead, we

conduct a study on the characteristics of logs in a real-

world system. What surprised us was that most of the logging
overhead is due to a very small number of log templates, where

log template is the constant part of a log statement in the code.

For example, for service 1 of WeChat in Figure 6, the top1 log
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Fig. 1. In April 2022, WeChat produced about 16-20 pebibyte (PB) (around
75-100 trillion lines) of logs per day.

Fig. 2. Process of log hotspot identification and reduction.

template consumed 95.7% of the storage, while the remaining

297 templates consumed 4.3% of the storage of service 1. We

refer to these templates that take up most of the storage as log
hotspots.

Therefore, reducing log hotspots can efficiently reduce most

of the logging overhead. However, as shown in Figure 2,

due to the complex testing and release mechanisms (e.g.,

gray release 1), developers take on average 9 days to fix log

hotspots (§ III-F). Existing efforts mainly focus on where to

log during the development phase [10]–[13], which cannot

reduce hotspots at runtime in a timely manner. Some log

compression approaches can reduce the storage overhead [14]–

[16], but they cannot prevent the overhead of writing logs to

disk and sending logs to the database. In other words, there is a

gap between the log hotspots detection of SREs and the fixing

of hotspots of developers, which leads to expensive costs for

application performance and log storage.

To fill this significant gap, we first systematically study

log hotspots in a real-world system WeChat, focusing on

the impact of log hotspots, why they occur and how to

1Gray release is the process of gradually switching from the existing system
to the novel system with a new version.
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fix them. After studying the log hotspots for 19 services

and interviewing 19 experienced developers at WeChat, we

obtained some insightful findings on detecting and fixing log

hotspots. This empirical study also motivated us to reduce log

hotspots on the fly.

To achieve that goal, we propose a non-intrusive, language-

independent, and efficient log reduction framework based on

eBPF (Extended Berkeley Packet Filter) [17], namely LogRe-
ducer, which automatically identifies log hotspots and reduces

them at runtime. LogReducer is composed by three modules

including Log Parser, Hotspot Classifier and Log Filter. First,

Log Parser periodically queries raw logs from the database

and parses them as log templates. Hotspot Classifier takes

log templates and storage information as input to determine

which log templates are hotspots. If log hotspots exist for a

service, Hotspot Classifier notifies developers with reduction

tasks offline. To reduce the impact of log hotspots during the

fixing phase, LogReducer launches a Log Filter on each node

that holds an instance of that service in the online process.

Afterward, Log Filter loads the information of hotspots into the

Linux kernel and efficiently filters and eliminates log hotspots

in the Linux kernel space based on eBPF on the fly.

Contribution. To sum up, this work makes the following

major contributions:

• We conduct a systematical study about log hotspots in a

real-world system to reveal the impact of log hotspots,

why log hotspots occur, and how to fix them.

• We propose a non-intrusive, language-independent, and

efficient log reduction framework to identify log hotspots

automatically and reduce them on the fly.

• The offline process of LogReducer is already adopted in

an industrial system WeChat and is used by SREs daily.

After two months, the storage overhead of logs dropped

in WeChat from 19.7 PB per day to 12.0 PB.

• We conduct extensive experiments to validate the effi-

ciency of the online process of LogReducer in reducing

log hotspots at the program running. The fixing time

of hotspots can be reduced from an average of 9 days

in production to 10 minutes in test with the help of

LogReducer.

II. BACKGROUD

WeChat System. WeChat is a large real-world instant mes-

saging system serving billions of users globally. The backend

of WeChat is constructed based on a microservice architecture,

which accommodates more than 20,000 services running on

over 600,000 machines. WeChat essentially needs to handle

hundreds of millions of requests per second. To maintain

this large and complex system, software developers insert

logging statements into the source code to record necessary

runtime information, such as the state of the system and error

messages.

Log template and lifecycle. Although logs have brought

benefits, generating, collecting, and storing such massive logs

impose an expensive burden on WeChat. As depicted in Fig-

ure 1, WeChat can produce 20 PB logs per day. To reduce the

Fig. 3. An example of log format, logging statement, log message, and
log template after log parsing in WeChat. Due to confidentiality, we do not
disclose the service, file, and function names.

Fig. 4. The life cycle of a log from generation to persistence.

logging overhead, we first need to understand the template and

lifecycle of logs. As shown in Figure 3, logs are composed of

log headers (e.g., level and time) and log information, which in

turn consists of two elements: 1) static descriptive words hard-

coded in source code (e.g., REQ); 2) dynamic variables vary

with executions (e.g., RequestID). The log level is represented

as <level> at the beginning of logs. < 1 >,< 2 > and

< 3 > in log signatures represent Important, Error and Debug
respectively. Log headers are usually generated automatically

by log formats, while developers specify log information in

logging statements. A log template is the constant part of logs

generated by the same log statement [18].

Figure 4 provides an overview of the logs’ life cycle

in relation to different stages in production. 1© Write log:
services write logs into log files continuously whenever the

execution flow reaches logging statements; 2© Scrape log: a

log agent (e.g., Promtail [19] ) of each node scrapes updated

logs from logs files; 3© Send log: a log agent pushes logs

to collectors (e.g., Loki [20]) via the network. 4© Store
log: a log collector persists logs into the log database (e.g.,

ClickHouse [21]) and rotates them periodically. From the life

cycle, we can conclude that logs not only affect the cost of

storage but also consume resources (e.g., CPU) when writing

logs and network bandwidth when sending logs.

Log hotspots. We formally define log hotspots as fol-

lows. Given a service A, it has n log templates, denoted

log1, log2, ..., logn, which correspond to logging statements.

Suppose that logs of A occupy S GB space in the last time

window, where log1, log2, ..., logn occupy S1, S2, ...., Sn GB

space (S = S1 + S2 + ...+ Sn ) respectively. A log template

logi is recognized as a log hotspot if and only if

Si

S
> ξ, (1)

where ξ (ξ = 0.05 by default) is the threshold set by SREs.

Considering log hotspots are non-transient and last for a long

time without human intervention, we choose a moderate time

window (10 minutes by default) to avoid transient noises and

respond to hotspots timely. Note that the threshold can be

tuned in other systems based on the tolerance to log hotspots,

which is not the focus of this work.
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Fig. 5. The top 20 services with the highest storage in WeChat account for
52.8% of the total storage. 19 of the 20 services contain at least one log
hotspots.

III. EMPIRICAL STUDY ON LOG HOTSPOTS IN INDUSTRY

A. Data Collection and Research Questions

In this section, we aim to investigate the characteristics of

log hotspots. We analyzed the logs of the top 20 services

with the highest log storage in WeChat on May 7th, 2022,

based on our log parser in Section IV-C. In total, we found

57 log hotspots from 19 services. For each service, we can

identify the service owner who is responsible for that service

through the code repository. We sent the log hotspots to the

corresponding developers, who determined that all of them

could be eliminated.

We then experienced the entire processes of reducing 57 log

hotspots and interviewed 19 corresponding service owners to

understand why log hotspots were generated and how to deal

with them. Since all the interviewees are experienced code

maintainers and familiar with hotspot log statements, we take

the ideas of the interviewees as the primary guide of root

causes and solutions. During each interview, the interviewer

presented the root cause and the solution for each log hotspot.

We then summarised the presentation as a category. For

example, if the root cause presentation was “The log statement

is a test log that we forgot to remove”, we summarised it

as “Forgotten Test Log” type. If interviewees agree with our

summaries, they will confirm our results. Otherwise, they can

modify our results until matching their views.

Based on the 57 log hotspots from WeChat, our study aims

to address the following research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: How do log hotspots impact storage?
• RQ2: How do log hotspots impact runtime?
• RQ3: What are the root causes of log hotspots?
• RQ4: What are the fixing solutions of log hotspots?
• RQ5: How long do developers take to fix log hotspots?

B. RQ1: Storage Overhead of Log Hotspots

The left part of Figure 5 shows the top 20 services with the

highest log storage, accounting for 52.8% of the total storage,

while the other 20,000+ services account for the remaining

47.0%. This result shows that optimizing the logs of the top

20 services is the most cost-effective. Therefore, we dug into

the logs of these 20 services to mine knowledge related to

log hotspots. From the right part of Figure 5, 19 services (19

out of 20) contain at least one log hotspot, revealing that log

hotspots are common in industrial systems. Specifically, there

are 5, 3, 2, 5, and 4 services containing 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 log

hotspots, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the storage percentage of log hotspots for the

19 services that contain log hotspots. For confidentiality, we

use the number ID to indicate the names of the services. The

gray color denotes the sum of the storage percentage of all log

templates that are not hotspots, while the other color indicates

the storage percentage of a log hotspot. From Figure 6, we

observe that log hotspots occupied an average of 57.86%

of the corresponding service’s storage. In particular, the log

hotspot of service 1 occupied 95.7% of the storage, while the

other 297 log templates only took up 4.3% of the storage of

service 1. The results in Figure 6 demonstrate that most of

the logging overhead is due to a small number (less than 6) of

log hotspots. These results suggest that streamlining a small

number of log hotspots can reduce the storage overhead by

a significant amount. Compared with traversing and checking

all logging statements, developers only need to handle a small

number of logging statements if hotspots are identified, which

is cost-effective in reducing storage overhead.

Finding 1. Log hotspots are prevalent in different

services. A small number of log hotspots occupy an

average of 57.86% of the corresponding storage.

Implication 1. Reducing log hotspots is cost-effective

in reducing storage overhead.

C. RQ2: Runtime Overhead of Log Hotspots

Runtime overhead is considered a major cost of log-

ging [22], [23], as generating log strings involves string

concatenations and possible method invocations, writing logs

into log files involves expensive IO operations, and sending

logs into the log collector backend involves significant network

overhead. Some log hotspots overwhelmingly generate similar

log messages repeatedly, which incurs an unignorable and

unnecessary runtime overhead.

To investigate the runtime overhead of log hotspots on

real systems, we worked with developers to experience the

complete reduction process from detecting log hotspots on

Service 16 to the finishing of the gray release. On May 9,

2022, we detected that Service 16 contains 5 log hotspots and

reported them to its developer. The developer fixed the log

hotspots on 10 May and released the new version entirely

on May 12. Specifically, this new version only modifies the

logging statements compared to the old version. After fixing

the log hotspots, the log volume of Service 16 has dropped

from 162 TB (on May 9) to 3.66 TB (on May 13) under a

similar workload, a reduction of 97.7%.

Figure 7 shows the resource usage and performance of

Service 16 before and after the logging hotspot fix (i.e., May

9 and May 13). From 7, we observe that Service 16 with

log hotspots consumed up to 5.18% more CPU (58 cores in

total) and 0.6% more memory (73 GB in total) per minute

than Service 16 without log hotspots. Additionally, Service 16
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Fig. 7. Under a similar workload, Service 16 with log hotspots consumed up
to 5.18% more CPU and suffered up to 3% additional response latency than
Service 16 after fixing log hotspots.

with log hotspots suffered up to 3% more response latency (1.8

ms) than Service 16 without log hotspots. Moreover, fixing log

hotspots reduced the number of logs sent from Service 16 to

the log collector from 162 TB to 3.66 TB per day, a significant

saving in network bandwidth.

Finding 2. Log hotspots incur unignorable resource

consumption (e.g., CPU, memory, IO, and network

bandwidth) and performance degradation.

Implication 2. Reducing log hotspots not only op-

timizes the resource consumption of applications but

also improves their performance.

D. RQ3: Root Causes of Log Hotspots

It is worth noting that in the case of Figure 7 the 5 log

hotspots for Service 16 took up 61.5% of the log volume,

while the total log volume was reduced by 97.7%. This is

because when developers fixed the log hotspots, they found

some unnecessary logs printed for the same reasons as the log

hotspots. As a result, they reduced these unnecessary logs as

well. For example, the root cause of the top 1 log hotspot

of Service 16 is a forgotten test log. When the developer

checked the logging statement of the log hotspot, he also found

other forgotten test logging statements and removed them. This

motivates us to understand the nature of log hotspots in order

to help developers avoid printing unnecessary logs.

As described in Section III-A, for each log hotspot in Fig-

ure 6, we interviewed its service owners to label the root cause

and corresponding solution. Based on the labeling process, we

identify the following 8 root causes of log hotspots.

1© Incorrect Log Level. This kind of log hotspots is caused

due to incorrect log levels, such as debug logging statements

are set to error level. The incorrect log level in the logging

framework would produce massive amounts of low-level logs

because p level logging statement is enabled in the q level

logging framework if p >= q.

2© Forgotten Test Log. This kind of log hotspots is caused

by developers forgetting to delete logging statements used in

the testing phase when releasing services.

3© Dependent Module Fault. This kind of log hotspots

occurs because a service’s dependent down-streams modules

are experiencing intermittent faults. Thus the service would

continue to print similar error logs or throw exceptions due to

failed invocations.

4© Dependent Package Log. This kind of log hotspots

occurs because developers focus on the logging statements

in their code while ignoring the logs printed by the logging

statements in their dependent packages.

5© Incorrect Log Dye. Log dye is a general method of

reducing log volume by adding staining marks to specific

requests and only sampling the logs of those requests. This

kind of log hotspots is caused by the incorrect configuration

of log dye that results in sampling all logs.

6© Reasonable Hotspot. This root cause refers to that

developers determined that the log hotspots are necessary for

diagnosing faults, and the massive amount of logs is caused

by the massive workload volume.

7© Self-Module Fault. This kind of log hotspots is caused

by the problematic implementation logic of the service.

8© Others. Each log hotspot in this root cause is unusual

and cannot be assigned to any other root cause.

Table I shows the statistics of log hotspots corresponding
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TABLE I

STATISTICS OF ROOT CAUSE FOR LOG HOTSPOTS.

Root Cause
Metric Distribution Fixing Time(day)

Count % Mean Std Med

Incorrect Log Level 23 40.35 10.91 11.28 5

Forgotten Test Log 13 22.8 4.76 1.87 4

Dependent Module Fault 6 10.5 2.83 0.408 3

Dependent Package Log 5 8.77 3 0 3

Incorrect Log Dye 4 7.01 41 0 41
Reasonable Hotspot 3 5.26 5 2.0 5

Self-Module Fault 2 3.5 2 1.41 2

Others 1 1.75 3 0 3

Total 57 100 9.31 11.83 3

to the identified root causes. Among all these root causes,

Incorrect Log Level and Forgotten Test Log are the two

most common root causes, accounting for 63.15% of log

hotspots in total. The reason mainly lies in that developers

focus more on program logic than on logging statements,

resulting in poor log quality. This indicates that the automated

approach that leverages the features of logging statements

to make suggestions on choosing log locations and levels

may be helpful during the development phase [10]–[12],

[24], [25]. Moreover, we observe that faults may accompany

log hotspots (e.g., Dependent Module Fault and Self-Module

Fault). Therefore, timely detection of log hotspots can improve

system availability.

Finding 3. Among all root causes, the two most

common root causes are Incorrect Log Level and

Forgotten Test Log, accounting for 63.15% in total.

Implication 3. Root causes across services have com-

mon points. Understanding these root causes can help

to reduce the occurrence of log hotspots. Intelligent

log location and level suggestions will be appreciated.

E. RQ4: Fixing Solutions of Log Hotspots

After figuring out the root causes of log hotspots, we experi-

enced the processes of fixing log hotspots with developers and

interviewed them to label the solutions. Based on the labeling

process, we identify the following 7 fixing solutions.

1© Correct Log Level. This solution refers to that devel-

opers choose a higher log level (e.g., from debug to error) for

the log format.

2© Delete Log Statement. This solution refers to that

developers determine the logging statements are unnecessary

and delete the statements of log hotspots.

3© Mitigate Module Fault. This solution refers to develop-

ers identifying faults in dependent modules or their modules

when checking for log hotspots and then mitigating module

faults to reduce log hotspots.

4© Turn on Log Dye. This solution indicates that devel-

opers determine the logging statements are necessary, but not

TABLE II

STATISTICS OF ROOT CAUSE FOR LOG HOTSPOTS.

Root Cause
Metric Distribution Fixing Time(day)

Count % Mean Std Med

Correct Log Level 18 31.57 11.77 12.68 3

Delete Log Statement 17 29.82 5.76 2.07 7

Fix Module Fault 9 15.78 2.66 0.7 3

Turn on Log Dye 6 10.52 3 0 3

Correct Log Dye 4 7.01 41 0 41
Merge Log Statement 2 3.5 4 1.41 4

Reduce Log Length 1 1.75 7 0 7

Total 57 100 9.31 11.83 3

all requests need to be recorded. Therefore, they try to turn

on the log dye and record only those requests with staining

marks.

5© Correct Log Dye. This solution refers to the fact

that developers observe that the log dye is not working

because it was incorrectly configured. Thus, they correct the

configuration of log dye and release the service.

6© Merge Log Statements. This solution refers to that

developers determine the logging statements are necessary, but

they find that some log statements can be merged and printed

together to reduce log content.

7© Reduce Log Length. This solution refers to the cases

where developers observe that the number of logs is not very

large, but the length of logs is very long (more than 1000

chars). Therefore, developers try to reduce the length of the

logs to reduce log content.

Table II shows the statistics of fixing solutions correspond-

ing to log hotspots. Among all these solutions, Correct Log

Level and Delete Log Statements are the two most common

solutions, accounting for 61.69% of log hotspots in total. To

reveal why these two are the most frequent fixing solutions,

we depict the relation between fixing solutions and root causes

in Figure 8. From Figure 8, we observe that the reason lies

primarily in the poor log quality discussed in Section III-D.

Specifically, 18 of 23 log hotspots caused by Incorrect Log

Level and 12 of 13 log hotspots caused by Forgotten Test

Log are fixed by Correct Log Level and Delete Log State-

ment. Moreover, for the reasonable log hotspots, developers

attempted to reduce the amount of logs by Turn on Log Dye,

Merge Log Statement, and Reduce Log Length. These fixing

solutions can also be applied during development to prevent

log hotspots.

Finding 4. Among solutions, the two most common

fixing solutions are Correct Log Level and Delete Log

Statement, accounting for 61.69% in total.

Implication 4. Developers can benefit from historical

solutions that not only speed up the fixing but also

prevent log hotspots during the development phase.
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F. RQ5: Fixing time of Log Hotspots

Figure 2 shows that fixing log hotspots needs to experience

three phases (i.e., development, test, and release) after devel-

opers were notified by log hotspots. We use fixing time to

denote the time it takes for developers to fix a log hotspot. It

includes the time taken to modify programs, test the updated

programs, and release new versions. Figure 9 shows the CDF

(Cumulative Distribution Function) of the fixing time of log

hotspots. We observe that most of the log hotspots are not

fixed by developers in time. For 97% of log hotspots, it

takes developers at least 3 days and on average 9 days to

fix them. About 10% of the log hotspots even took more than

30 days to fix. Two main reasons cause the long fixing time:

1) the complex test and release process of modern software;

2) the cost of storing logs is not a concern for developers

but SREs, resulting in no incentive for developers to reduce

logs. Such a long fixing time leads to a significant gap between

detecting log hotspots by SREs and fixing them by developers,

which leads to expensive costs in system performance and log

storage.

In addition, after monitoring the services continually in

Figure 6, we find that after a service’s current log hotspots are

fixed, new log hotspots may continue to emerge as successive

updates on the service. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the

number of times new hotspots that appear in two months after

their historic hotspots have been fixed. As shown in Figure 10,

18 of 19 services have been alerted by our LogReducer (details

in Section IV), because new log hotspots appear. Furthermore,

two services have even encountered 6 log hotspot alerts in

two months due to frequent releases. Therefore, reducing log

hotspots is not a one-time task but a repetitive one. There is

22
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Fig. 10. Distribution of times of new log hotspots appearing in two months

after old log hotspots in Figure 6 have been fixed.

a need to reduce hotspots automatically.

Finding 5. For 97% of log hotspots, developers need

at least 3 days and on average 9 days to fix them. After

the historical hotspots are fixed, 18 of the 19 services

encounter new log hotspots.

Implication 5. It is important and necessary to auto-

matically fill the gap between the detection and fixing

of log hotspots in production environments on the fly.

IV. LogReducer FRAMEWORK

As shown in the above studies, a small number of log

hotspots account for most of the logging overhead. Never-

theless, we notice that most of the log hotspots could not be

fixed by developers in time. SREs are desperate for a tool to

automatically identify log hotspots and reduce them.

A. Design Challenges

Designing a practical log reduction approach against log

hotspots poses several challenges:

1) Massive log volume. WeChat produces around 75-100

trillion lines of logs per day (Figure 1). The approach

must be fast enough to handle such a large volume of

logs without affecting the performance of applications.

2) Free of developer effort. The log reduction approach

should be transparent to developers and should not place

an additional burden on developers.

3) Multiple program languages. WeChat consists of

20,000+ services developed by different teams using

different programming languages. The log reduction

approach should be compatible with multiple languages.

4) Online production environment. WeChat serves bil-

lions of users in the production environment. To avoid

impacting the quality of services, the log reduction ap-

proach should be enabled on the fly rather than restarting

services.

Existent possible reduction methods are still criticized for

their unsatisfactory granularity and efficiency. 1) Adjusting

log configuration typically filters a kind of log rather than

a specific template. For example, if adjusting the log level

from debug to error, all debug logs would not be printed. Ad-

ditionally, adjusting software configurations usually requires
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Fig. 11. An overview of the proposed LogReducer framework.

restarting systems to activate new configurations, which is

unacceptable in production. 2) If filtering log hotspots in log

agents, it results in massive disk IO operations to write logs to

disks, which is inefficient and resource intensive when facing

massive logs. 3) If filtering log hotspots in log collectors, in

addition to huge IO operations, significant network bandwidth

is consumed to send log hotspots to log collectors, which af-

fects the response latency of services. To address all the above

shortcomings of existent methods, we propose LogReducer, a

non-intrusive, language-independent, and efficient framework

designed to filter log hotspots in the Linux kernel space.

B. Framework Overview

Figure 11 shows the framework of LogReducer 2. 1© Log

Parser module periodically queries logs of a service from the

log database and parses the raw logs to log templates (§ IV-C);

2© Hotspot Classifier module determines whether the service

contains log hotspots based on the storage information of log

templates (§ IV-D); 3© Hotspot Classifier module triggers the

log reduction process for both offline and online process if log

hotspots exist. In the offline process, LogReducer notifies the

developers of the service to fix the root causes of hotspots;

4© In the online process, our Python Log Filter module loads

the eBPF code and log template information into kernel space

(§ IV-E1); 5© eBPF Log filter module intercepts sys write()
syscall when a service instance attempts to write logs into

a file. If the contents of intercepted logs match the log

templates of log hotspots, LogReducer drops them in kernel

space (§ IV-E2).

C. Log Parser

For each service, the Log Parser module periodically queries

all logs in the last time window from the log database as input.

Considering log hotspots are non-transient and last for a long

time without human intervention, SREs choose a moderate 10

minutes time window to avoid transient noises and respond to

2https://github.com/IntelligentDDS/LogReducer

hotspots timely. As shown in Figure 3, Log Parser is applied to

convert unstructured raw logs into structured log templates that

would facilitate further analysis. Parsing a raw log message

consists of automatically extracting necessary log headers

and distinguishing common parts from the dynamic variables.

Writing a regular expression for every logging statement is

labour-intensive and time-consuming in practice. Thus, some

automatic log parsers have been proposed in recent years [26]–

[30].

However, existing log parsers are still complained for the

unsatisfactory parsing accuracy and performance. Specifically,

AEL [27] took about 450 seconds when parsing one million

log messages. Owing to code reuse, a service may have some

of the same logging statements in different code locations. Ex-

isting log parsers that extract common parts as templates tend

to mistakenly treat the same logging statements at different

code locations as the same template.

For convenience, we name the strings that can uniquely

identify a logging statement as the log signature. To deal

with the problems mentioned above, we propose a log parser

that combines log signature matching and frequency analysis

to parse large log files efficiently. In this study, we use the

location of the logging statement (e.g., controller.go:107 in

Kubernetes Controller [31]) as the log signature because it is

precisely bound to the logging statement. In fact, adding code

location into logs is common in open-source systems such as

Kubernetes [32] and Promethues [33], as well as in industrial

systems such as WeChat and Tencent Cloud [34].

Figure 12 depicts an example of Log Parser. 1© Given a raw

log message, Log Parser conducts word splitting with spaces,

tabs, or other special characters. Log Parser then uses regular

expressions to extract the log level, service name, and code

locations from log headers and filter out numeric characters.

After that, the log messages are clustered into coarse-grained

groups based on their code location. Log Parser also records

the total storage usage of the logs in each cluster in this

phase; 2© For each cluster, Log Parser builds a frequency table

that has the number of times a particular word occurs in the

first log in that cluster. In the table of Figure 12, we show

a frequency table after we parse through the 3 logs in the

[s1.cpp:6] cluster; 3© For each cluster, Log Parser looks for

words with as many occurrences as or more than the number of

logs in that cluster. We extract log templates based on a key

property, i.e., if the word appears in every log in a cluster,

then it is a constant word. Finally, Log Parser consolidates the

extracted information of log headers and all constant words to

the log template.

D. Hotspot Classifier

Hotspot Classifier module takes the log templates and

corresponding storage information as input. It identifies log

hotspots from all log templates based on Equ. 1. In this study,

WeChat SREs empirically set ξ = 0.05. For the identified

hotspot, Hotspot Classifier triggers a reduction process in the

offline and online processes, respectively.
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Fig. 12. An example process of Log Parser. For confidentiality, we replace

the service, files, and uins in logs as dummy ones.

In the offline process, if log hotspots exist in a service,

Hotspot Classifier alerts the developers of the service inform-

ing them of the locations and templates of the log hotspots.

Lessons learned from the empirical study (§ III) can help de-

velopers speed up locating the root causes of log hotspots and

fixing them. After developers have fixed the log hotspots, the

updated service will be redeployed to the online environment.

These hotspots will not appear in the new release.

In the online process, we need to fix log hotspots on the

fly, as systems in production cannot be stopped. When Hotspot

Classifier identifies a log hotspot for a service, it will start a

Log Filter on each node that holds an instance of that service.

Filtering all log hotspots without developers’ intervention is

decided by SREs because it is costly to diagnose an issue if a

tremendous amount of redundant logs is present [22]. These

filters can also be stopped if developers do not wish to filter

that log hotspot. After developers have fixed the log hotspot,

LogReducer will remove these Log Filters.

E. Log Filter

As discussed in Section IV-A, our Log Filter module is ex-

pected to be efficient, non-intrusive and language-independent.

Thus, in this study, we use eBPF (Extended Berkeley Packet

Filter) [17] to intercept and filter the write operations of log

hotspots in the kernel space.

eBPF is an in-kernel virtual machine that allows running

user space-provided code in the kernel in a sanitized way [35],

[36]. An eBPF program can be loaded from the user space

to the kernel space and triggered by a specific kernel event,

e.g., file writing. Compared with BPF, eBPF introduces a new

bytecode and just-in-time compilation, which allows eBPF

programs to achieve native code performance [37]. eBPF

programs can maintain and access persistent memory thanks

to kernel data structures called BPF maps [38]. BPF maps

are used to communicate between different eBPF programs or

between eBPF programs and user applications. Our Log Filter

is implemented with BPF Compiler Collection (BCC) [39],

a development toolchain for eBPF programs that combines

Python user space code with eBPF code written in C.

Given a target log hotspot of a service, Log Reducer
launches a Log Filter on each host that holds the service

based on the configuration management database (CMDB).

In this study, we name the Python user space code and eBPF

code in Log Filter as Python Log Filter and eBPF Log Filter,

respectively.

1) Python Log Filter: Our Python Log Filter takes infor-

mation about the target service and the log hotspot as input.

The Python Log Filter on each host then locates all the process

IDs (PIDs) associated with the target service on that host. Each

service runs as a process with a command line (i.e., service

name). We associate processes with services by searching the

processes of the command line with the Linux tool Process

Status (ps). For example, “ps -ef | grep service name”. For

each PID, Python Log Filter obtains the file descriptor (FD)

of its log file and the location of the log signature (e.g., the

location of log signature [s1.cpp : 6] in Figure 12 is 5) by

monitoring its open file process. Finally, Python Log Filter

updates the PID, FD, and log signature into eBPF maps and

loads eBPF Log Filter into kernel space via bpf() syscall.

2) eBPF Log Filter: Our eBPF Log Filter is executed in

kernel space and triggered by a user space program calls to

write() syscall, which writes information to disk. When a log

is written into a log file, the eBPF Log Filter first determines

whether the PID of the program writing to the file is in the

PID map and whether the FD corresponding to the file is in the

FD map. If both are found, the eBPF Log Filter reads what is

written from kernel space starting from the location of the log

signature. After that, eBPF Log Filter performs a prefix match

between the log signature and the written content. If the match

is successful, the eBPF code will skip the remaining execution

of write(), override and return the execution result directly to

drop the log and avoid writing to disk. Otherwise, logs will

be written to disk as before.

In this study, we perform a prefix match based on log signa-

ture location rather than a fuzzy match on the total content, as

eBPF programs are limited to the maximum of 4096 assembly

instructions before Linux kernel version 5.2. Moreover, the

BPF assembly instructions generated after the compilation

may be significantly higher than the number of lines of source

code [40]. Thanks to the native code performance and no

context switches involved, the eBPF Log Filter can handle

the massive amount of logs in the kernel in real time without

affecting the application code running (challenge 1 solved).

Furthermore, eBPF is a kernel technology that allows our log

filter to run without changing the source code of applications

or adding additional modules (challenge 2-4 solved).

For compatibility with log hotspots that do not have log

signatures, we also provide a user space Log Filter. The user

space Log Filter exploits eBPF to intercept log messages in the

kernel and send them to user space. Then Log Filter performs

a fuzzy match between the log messages and the log templates

in the user space. We discuss the performance differences

between kernel space and user space Log Filter in Section V-C.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate LogReducer to answer two

questions:
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• How effective and efficient is LogReducer in parsing

logs?

• How effective and efficient is LogReducer in filtering log

hotspots?

A. Experimental Settings

Log Datasets. To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency

of the Log Parser, we conduct extensive experiments on 3

log datasets collected from service A, B, and C in WeChat.

A, B, and C are randomly selected from the 19 investigated

services. We query their logs in the last 10 minutes. The A,

B, and C dataset contain 3,615,678, 9,017,654 and 6,712,058

lines of logs, respectively. Each log message is labeled with

a log template based on its logging statement as ground

truth. We compare our Log Parser with 4 state-of-the-art

methods (including LogCluster [26], AEL [27], Drain [28],

and LFA [29]) on all 3 log datasets. We use Message-Level

Accuracy (MLA) [41], where a log message is considered

correctly parsed if and only if every token of the message is

correctly identified as the template or parameter, to measure

the effectiveness of methods.

Log Benchmarks. To quantitatively characterize the over-

head of the Log Filter, we implement 4 log benchmarks based

on 4 widely-used logging frameworks with Golang, Python,

Java, and C++ in WeChat. We evaluate the overhead of log

filters at different log counts by controlling the number of logs

printed per second (from 500/second to 10,0000/second, i.e.,

from 720 thousand to 8.6 billion lines per instance per day).

When evaluating the overhead of the log filter with different

lengths of logs, we adjusted the length (from 50 chars to 1,000

chars) of 10,000 logs printed per second in the benchmark.

This is because most of the logs in WeChat are less than 1000

chars long.

Implementation and Settings. We conduct experiments on

a server with the 16-core AMD EPYC 7K62 Processor (2.6

GHz) and 32GB memory, running with Tencent Linux 3.2 with

Linux kernel v5.4. The code of Log Reducer is implemented

based on Python 3.6 and BCC 0.24.

B. Log Parser Evaluation

The results of Message-Level Accuracy for log parsers are

shown in Table III. From the table, we observe that the log

parser of Log Reducer outperforms the other methods on all

datasets. Compared with the powerful log parser Drain, our

log parser outperforms it by 57.03% on MLA on average.

The reason why our log parser performs better because we

group logs based on log signatures, which can identify logging

statements precisely.

Besides parsing accuracy, performance is another critical

metric for log parsers. Thus, we compare the running time of

our log parser with other log parsers under different volumes

of log data. From the results in Figure 13, it can be seen that

the running time of log parsers increases slowly with the log

scale expansion. Even at the scale of one million log messages,

our log parser took about 96 seconds, only about half of the

TABLE III

COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART LOG PARSERS ON MLA.

Datasets LogCluster [26] AEL [27] Drain [28] LFA [29] LogReducer

Service A 0.369 0.212 0.508 0.164 1.000
Service B 0.266 0.431 0.476 0.187 0.986
Service C 0.507 0.343 0.283 0.408 0.992
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Fig. 13. Log parsing time of different log parsers under different log volumes.

time used by Drain (236 s) and around a quarter of the time

used by AEL (453 s).

C. Log Filter Evaluation

Filtering log hotspots in kernel space. We now char-

acterize the overhead of filtering log hotspots in the kernel.

Figure 14 shows the filtering latency of per log message and

CPU usage of our Log Filter when facing the different amount

of logs generated by one service instance per second. The

overhead in the kernel is measured by bpftool-prog [42], which

is a tool for the inspection and simple manipulation of eBPF

programs. In our experiments, the benchmark produce at most

100,000 logs per second. But for Python, we only measure its

overhead up to 20,000 logs because the logging framework

of Python cannot write more than 20,000 logs into log files

per second due to its poor performance. Python has poor

performance in writing logs because each individual Python’s

write() calls waits for the full write to complete, whereas other

languages returns before the full write to complete.

From Figure 14, we observe that our Log Filter has

lightweight overheads on different benchmarks. When filtering

log hotspots in kernel space, it only increases latency by up

to 2,000 nanoseconds (ns) (i.e., 2 ∗ 10−6 second) for each log

and consumes 0.008% additional CPU utilization of 1 CPU

core even when handling 100,000 logs per second. It is noted

that Service 16 in Figure 7 suffered up to 3% more latency in

the presence of a logging hotspot, while Log Filter increases

only 0.001% more latency. In addition, we find that the latency

overhead of per log introduced by Log Filter decreases when

handling more log messages from 500 to 20,000. The reason

is that the internal overhead of executing eBPF instructions is

shared amongst log messages. Therefore, when the log volume

is not heavy, the average filtering latency decreases. However,

when it reaches the limit, the average filtering latency becomes

stable, just as shown in Figure 14. (a).

Figure 15 shows the overhead of Log Filter when filtering

log hotspots in kernel space under 10,000 logs with 20 chars

to 1000 chars lengths. As shown in Figure 15, When the

log length is less than 500, the time and CPU usage for

filtering logs in kernel space is almost unaffected by the log
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Fig. 14. The overhead for Log Filter in LogReducer when filtering log

hotspots in kernel under different log volumes of 20 chars per log length.
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Fig. 15. The overhead for Log Filter in LogReducer when filtering log

hotspots in kernel under 10,000 logs with different char lengths.

length. For each log, our Log Filter only increases up to 1,760

nanoseconds latency in python and 1,200 nanosecond latency

in other languages, even when the log has 1,000 chars.

Filtering log hotspots in user space. To handle the

complex and constrained conditions in the industry (e.g.,

the missing log signature or the disable of eBPF override

configuration), we also provide a Log Filter that can use

eBPF to intercept log writing in kernel space and preform

complex matching to filter target log hotspots in the user space.

Figure 16 shows the filtering latency and CPU usage when

filtering log hotspots in user space. As shown in Figure 16,

filtering logs in user space takes over 1, 000× longer than fil-

tering in kernel space. This is because when filtering hotspots

in user space, all raw logs must be copied from kernel space

to user space, which is extremely taxing on the time and CPU.
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Fig. 16. The overhead of Log Filter when filtering hotspots in user space.
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Fig. 17. Changes in the log storage of WeChat from Mar 16 to Jul 14 in

2022.

VI. USAGE IN PRACTICE

So far, our proposed offline process of Log Reducer has

already been successfully applied to WeChat and is used

by SREs daily both in the production and test environment.

Constrained by the lower version of the Linux kernel in

WeChat, the online process of LogReducer is only used in the

test environment of WeChat. As shown in Figure 17, SREs

applied our offline process of LogReducer to the production

environment of WeChat on April 14, 2022. After two months,

the overhead of log storage in WeChat dropped from 19.7

PB per day to 12.0 PB (i.e., about a 39.08% decrease).

Furthermore, after applying the online process of LogReducer
in the test environment, the time affected by log hotspots can

be reduced from an average of 9 days in production to 10

minutes (i.e., the period run time of Log Reducer) in test. In

the future, we will continue to promote the adoption of online

process LogReducer in the production environment of WeChat.

VII. DISCUSSION

Log Hotspots. We conduct a comprehensive study about

log hotspots based on the raw logs collected from 20 different

services in WeChat. Different excellent groups develop the

services and are responsible for different businesses (e.g.,

login, chats, and short videos). Thus, a big confidence can

be obtained regarding the high quality of our study data. As

WeChat is deployed globally and serves billions of users,

the generalizability of our study in log hotspots can be

demonstrated to some extent.
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Log Signature. LogReducer relies on the log signatures,

which uniquely identify a logging statement. In this study, we

use the location of the logging statement as the log signature

because it is precisely bound to the logging statement and is

common in modern systems [32]–[34]. In addition, we find it

easy to add the location of the logging statement into the log

message based on existing logging frameworks. For example,

we only need to turn on a configuration about the location

when initializing the logging framework in Golang Zap [43].

We can also extract log signatures based on LogSig [44] if the

locations of the logging statements are missing.

eBPF Support. Our eBPF Log Filter is developed

based on the newer Linux kernels (at least v4.18).

In addition, the Linux kernel should be compiled with

CONFIG BPF KPROBE OV ERRIDE = y configu-

ration option [45], which is enabled by default at ArchLinux

5.0.7 [46], to allow eBPF to override the execution of a probed

function. If the configuration is not enabled, we can use eBPF

to intercept log writing in the Linux kernel space and filter

log hotspots in the user space.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Where to Log. Prior studies propose approaches to suggest

where developers should add logging statements during the

development phase [10]–[13], [22], [47], [48]. Errlog [10],

Log20 [13], and LogEnhancer [47] insert additional logging

statements into the source code to maximize the debugging

capability of logging. In contrast, Log2 [22] and Log4Perf [48]

proactively insert logging statements into the source code for

performance monitoring and diagnosis.

Fu et al. [11] study the logging practices in two industrial

software projects. They investigate what categories of code

snippets (e.g., exception catch blocks) are logged. LogAd-

visor [12] and SmartLog [49] extract contextual features

of a code snippet and learn statistical models to suggest

whether a logging statement should be added to such a code

snippet. However, a significant issue of the above approaches

is that they mainly focus on the location of logs during the

development phase and cannot reduce log hotspots at program

runtime.

Log Compression. After collecting logs during runtime,

archiving massive volumes of logs over long periods can

introduce expensive overhead. A series of studies have focused

on log compression to reduce storage overhead. MLC [50] and

Hassan et al. [51] split raw log messages into distinct blocks

and compress each block in parallel. Nanolog [14], CLP [16]

and Cowic [52] construct a dictionary for the fields in logs and

replace the strings by referring to the dictionary. LogZip [15]

and RoughLogs [53] achieve log compression by building

complex statistical models to identify possible redundancy in

logs. Nevertheless, an important drawback of log compression

approaches is that they cannot prevent the overhead of writing

to the disk and sending logs to the log database.

Log Parsing. To implement log parsing, a straightforward

approach is to manually design regular expressions based

on raw logs, but it suffers from the low scalability [54].

To overcome the above shortcoming, some data-driven log

parsers [18], [26], [27], [29], [30], [55], [56] have been

proposed. LogCluster [26], LFA [29] and Logram [55] build

frequent itemsets based on tokens and grouped log messages

into several clusters to extract log templates. Swisslog [18],

LenMa [30], and LogMine [56] cluster similar logs and

identify the common tokens shared within each cluster as its

template. Drain [28] represents log messages as fixed-depth

trees and extracts common log templates based on the trees.

eBPF. Although eBPF is a relatively new Linux kernel

feature, eBPF has been widely adopted in many domains.

Kmon [36] and Liu et al. [57] introduce a non-intrusive

application observability analysis system based on eBPF. BAS-

TION [38] is a new high-performance security enforcement

network stack that extends the container hosting platform

with an intelligent container-aware communication sandbox.

Cilium [58] uses eBPF as a foundation to offer eBPF-backed

networking, observability, and security platform on Kuber-

netes. Syrup [37] and Katran [59] build high-performance load

balancing planes based on eBPF. BMC [35] exploits eBPF to

create an in-kernel cache for Memcached that serves requests

before the execution of the standard network stack.

IX. CONCLUSION

We conduct a comprehensive study about log hotspots in

WeChat, which motivates us to localize log hotspots automat-

ically and reduce them on the fly. We propose LogReducer, a

non-intrusive and language-independent log reduction frame-

work based on eBPF. After two months of serving the offline

process of LogReducer in WeChat, the log storage overhead

has dropped from 19.7 PB per day to 12.0 PB. Practical imple-

mentation and experimental evaluations in the test environment

demonstrate that the online process of LogReducer can control

the logging overhead of hotspots while preserving logging

effectiveness. Moreover, the log hotspot handling time can be

reduced from an average of 9 days in production to 10 minutes

in test with the help of LogReducer.

X. DATA AVAILABILITY

The log benchmarks in the experiments and eBPF-based

Log Filter are available at [60].
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